Short sellers ride out European equity surge

Despite the swelling equity market, European short sellers have managed to successfully single out struggling shares, as the most expensive to borrow shares have underperformed the market so far this year.

- Most expensive to borrow shorts in Europe have underperformed the market by 3% YTD
- Lonmin and Opera have been the most profitable short positions so far this year
- Short sellers have started to trim their positions in energy names in the wake of oil's rally

At first glance, the recent strong run seen in European shares appears to offer unfertile ground for short sellers. The Stoxx 600 is up by over 14% year to date despite a recent selloff, and this type of strong bull market makes for slim picking for short sellers. This holds especially true given the fact that over 86% of constituents of the Markit Developed Europe universe have seen their shares rise year to date.

Despite the recent rally, short sellers have been able successfully pick out underperforming shares; no doubt bringing some solace to long short managers.

**Short sellers pick out underperformers**

The shares which short sellers are the most willing to pay for, essentially those experiencing the most negative sentiment, have trailed the rest of the market in four of the last five months. This underperformance from the top targets for short sellers means that the most expensive to borrow stocks in the Markit Developed Europe universe have trailed the broader universe by a cumulative 3% since the start of January.

But this performance is only relative, as the top short selling targets are actually up by 12% since the start of the year; highlighting the main challenges faced by short sellers in the face of a rising market.

**Lonmin and Opera most profitable**

Despite the fact that just under 80% of the current most expensive to borrow shorts are up for the year, several of the current crop of top short selling targets have managed to provide absolute returns for the year to date.

Norwegian software firm Opera and platinum miner Lonmin as currently leading the way as the current most profitable short positions in Europe, out of the firms seeing a large proportion of their shares out on loan.

Lonmin has featured among the most expensive to short firms since November last year and short sellers’ convictions have been rewarded as Lonmin shares are down by over 20% for the year to date. Short sellers don’t
seem to be phased by the recent rebound as Lonmin’s short interest has climbed to a new two and a half year high with over 10% of the company’s shares now out on loan.

Opera has managed to edge out Lonmin in terms of profitability with after its shares fell by over 22% year to date. Much like in Lonmin, short sellers have also added to their positions in the wake of a rebound in Opera’s share price.

Less short selling in energy
While short sellers have been actively adding to their positions in two of their most successful positions year to date, the same hasn’t been seen in energy names which have managed to rebound in the wake of the recent oil price stabilisation. Transocean and Petroleum Geo Services have seen short interest fall to yearly lows as a recent rebound means that their shares are now in positive territory for the year.
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